The problem of reconstructing a pattern of an object from its approximate discrete orthogonal projections in a 2-dimensional grid, may have no solution because the inaccuracy in the measurements of the projections may generate an inconsistent problem. To attempt to overcome this di culty, one seeks to reconstruct a pattern with projection values having possibly some bounded di erences with the given projection values and minimizing the sum of the absolute di erences. This paper addresses the problem of reconstructing a pattern with a di erence at most equal to +1 or −1 between each of its projection values and the corresponding given projection value. We deal with the case of patterns which have to be horizontally and vertically convex and the case of patterns which have to be moreover connected, the so-called convex polyominoes. We show that in both cases, the problem of reconstructing a pattern can be transformed into a Satisÿability (SAT) Problem. This is done in order to take advantage of the recent advances in the design of solvers for the SAT Problem. We show, experimentally, that by adding two important features to CSAT (an e cient SAT solver), optimal patterns can be found if there exist feasible ones. These two features are: ÿrst, a method that extracts in linear time an optimal pattern from a set of feasible patterns grouped in a generic pattern (obtaining a generic pattern may be exponential in the worst case) and second, a method that computes actively a lower bound of the sum of absolute di erences that can be obtained from a partially deÿned pattern. This allows to prune * Corresponding author. the search tree if this lower bound exceeds the best sum of absolute di erences found so far.
Introduction
The problem of reconstructing a binary 2-dimensional pattern from its discrete orthogonal projections has been investigated under various conditions ÿrst by Ryser [12] , then by Chang [4] , Wang [13] , Del Lungo [11] , Kuba [10] , Barcucci et al. [1] and Woeginger [14] . In this paper, we address this problem with projections given approximately. Practically, this is often the case because the values of projections of patterns of real objects are obtained with some error in measurements. For example, for some kind of medical binary pictures, the pattern of an organ is reconstructed by measuring the attenuation of the intensity of rays crossing the organ in several directions. The exact size of the organ in a direction is re ected more or less accurately in these measurements.
In this paper we represent a 2-dimensional pattern of an object in a 2-dimensional grid with n rows and m columns. Each cell of the grid, i.e. a unitary square [i; i + 1] × [ j; j + 1], is either black, we will say ÿlled, if it belongs to the pattern or white, we will say empty, if it does not. We will denote the cell located at the intersection of row i and column j by c i; j . The ith row projection and the jth column projection of the pattern are the numbers of ÿlled cells in the ith row and the jth column, respectively. The vertical and horizontal projections of a pattern in a grid n × m are denoted by two vectors H = (h 1 ; : : : ; h i ; : : : ; h n )∈N n and V = (v 1 ; : : : ; v j ; : : : ; v m ) ∈N m , h i and v j being the ith row projection and the jth column projection, respectively.
The patterns of real objects often fulÿll properties such as convexity or connectivity. A pattern in a grid is horizontally and vertically convex if the ÿlled cells are horizontally and vertically contiguous. A pattern in a grid is connected if the graph, obtained by representing every ÿlled cell by a vertex and by putting an edge between every pair of vertices representing horizontally or vertically adjacent ÿlled cells, is connected. Such connected patterns are called polyominoes. In this paper we deal with general convex patterns and convex polyominoes.
Since we consider, as mentioned above, that the given discrete horizontal and vertical projections of a pattern to be reconstructed are possibly approximate, such projections may constitute an inconsistent problem. To attempt to overcome this di culty, one seeks to reconstruct patterns with orthogonal projections having some bounded di erences with the values h i and v j and such that the sum of the absolute di erences is minimum. In this paper we consider di erences at most equal to +1 or −1.
Reconstructing convex patterns or convex polyominoes minimizing the sum of the absolute di erences is an optimization problem. The problem of reconstructing convex patterns from exact projections has been proved to be an NP-complete problem [14] , then the associated optimization problem deÿned as above is clearly NP-hard. For the case of convex polyominoes, a polynomial time algorithm has been given by Barcucci et al. [1, 5, 3 ] to reconstruct such patterns from exact projections. However, we are not able to give also a polynomial time algorithm for the associated optimization problem deÿned as above. Its complexity is an open problem. For solving each of the two considered optimization problems, we propose a method based on transforming the associated decision problems into a Satisÿability (SAT) Problem in order to take advantage of recent advances in the design of solvers for the SAT Problem. We use CSAT [7, 2] , a complete SAT solver to explore the set of feasible patterns in order to ÿnd an optimal one. It must be emphasized that the method based on CSAT is exact and guarantees the optimality of the pattern it delivers. Thanks to the way the considered problems are transformed into SAT and the way CSAT searches for solutions, the patterns, as found by CSAT, are, advantageously, grouped in generic patterns. Such generic patterns comprise indeterminate cells such that whatever value is assigned to these cells, a complete feasible pattern is obtained. Thus by applying a linear time algorithm FindOptimalPattern to a generic pattern, a locally (with respect to the patterns in the generic pattern) optimal pattern is extracted avoiding the enumeration of all the patterns whose number is exponential in the number of indeterminate cells. We give, in addition, an algorithm for computing a lower bound of the sum of absolute di erences that can be obtained from the current conÿguration in the search. This allows to stop searching with this conÿguration if it gives a lower bound greater or equal to the best sum of absolute di erences found so far. By doing so, we embed a branch and bound method in CSAT and obtain a hybrid method that we establish experimentally to be practically e ective.
We describe in Section 2 of this paper, a transformation to a SAT Problem. In Section 3, we describe the two algorithms FindOptimalPattern and LowerBound and how they are used in CSAT and we report some experimental results.
Transformation to the SAT problem

The (h; v)-convex reconstruction problem
Recall that an instance of the SAT Problem, also called a SAT formula, is a conjunction of clauses, each clause being a disjunction of literals, a literal being either a boolean variable x or its complement x. The SAT Problem is to decide whether for a given SAT formula there exists a truth assignment to the boolean variables satisfying every clause [9] .
Denoting by G n; m a grid with n rows and m columns and by (H n ; V m ) a pair of vectors, where H =(h 1 ; : : : ; h i ; : : : ; h n )∈N n , such that 16h i 6m and V = (v 1 ; : : : ; v j ; : : : ; v m ) ∈N m , such that 16v j 6m, we deÿne the following decision problem which we call CONV, associated with the corresponding optimization problem presented in the Introduction.
Deÿnition 1 (CONV)
. Given a pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), is there a horizontally and vertically convex pattern in a 2-dimensional grid G n; m , with vertical and horizontal projections (H n ; V m ), such that for any i with 16i6n, we have |h i − h i |61 and for any j with 16j6m, we have |v j − v j |61. For a given pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), the set of convex patterns for which the projections (H n ; V m ) satisfy the relations stated in the deÿnition of CONV, is denoted by CONV (H n ; V m ).
We transform the problem CONV into a SAT Problem. According to the above notations let (H n ; V m ) be a pair of vectors and G n; m be a grid. We associate a boolean variable x i; j with each cell c i; j of the grid. Let X be the set of the n m variables x i; j with 16i6n and 16j6m. We call a valuation of X , a mapping of X into {0; 1}. The x i; j 's can take the following values:
1 if the associated cell c i;j in G n;m is ÿlled;
0 if the associated cell c i;j in G n;m is empty:
To each pattern P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ), corresponds a valuation of X . We construct a SAT formula over X such that each valuation of X satisfying the formula, i.e. a solution of the formula, is associated with a pattern P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) and conversely. The construction will be made up of four groups of clauses, each group expressing some property of patterns P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ):
(1) Group E: Every P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) being horizontally and vertically convex, for each one in the ith row and the jth column of G n; m , there are at most h i + 1 and 
(2) Group F: For every P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ), in the ith row [ jth column resp.], of the grid G n; m , the ÿrst ÿlled cell from the left [from the top resp.], is followed by at 
1 ∨ x i;j = 1 6 i 6 n; 1 ¡ j 6 h i − 1}; 
F v = {x i;j ∨ x i+1;j ∨ x k;j = 1 6 j 6 m; 1 6 i 6 n − v j + 1;
We 
(3) Group L: For every P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ), in the ith row [ jth column resp.], of the grid G n; m , there are at least h i − 1 [v i − 1 resp.], contiguous ÿlled cells. The two following cells of these ÿlled cells can be ÿlled or empty because of the allowed di erence of +1 or −1 with h i [v j resp.]. By the property of convexity, if the second following cell is ÿlled then necessarily the ÿrst following cell is ÿlled (Fig. 3 ). This property is satisÿed for every row i [column j resp.], if the clauses of the following group L h [L v resp.], are satisÿed:
(4) Group M: For every P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ), every row and every column of the grid G n; m , have at least a ÿlled cell. This property is satisÿed if the clauses of the following groups M h , M v are satisÿed:
x i;j = 1 6 i 6 n ;
We denote by (E; F; L; M ), the conjunction of all clauses of
We have then:
Proof. By construction, every valuation of X associated to a pattern P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) satisÿes all clauses of groups E, F, L, M and therefore satisÿes the SAT formula (E; F; L; M ). Conversely, let S be a solution of (E; F; L; M ) and P the associated pattern in the grid G n; m with horizontal and vertical projections (H n ; V m ), we show that P ∈ CONV (H n ; V m ). For this we show that P is row and column convex and that the relations stated in the deÿnition of CONV are satisÿed, that is: (i) for any i, with 16i6n, we have |h i − h i |61; (ii) for any j, with 16j6m, we have |v j − v j |61.
Consider the ith row of G n; m . The clause m j=1 x i; j ∈M h being satisÿed by S, there is at least a ÿlled cell in this row. Let x i; j0 be the variable of X associated with the ÿrst ÿlled cell from the left in the row and then x i; j0 = 1. We have necessarily j 0 6m − h i + 2, otherwise the clause x i; j0−1 ∨ x i; j0 ∈F h would not be satisÿed by S. If j 0 = 1, the clauses of F h , x i; 1 ∨ x i; j with 1¡j6h i − 1 are satisÿed by S. Same, if j 0 ¿1, the clauses of F h , x i; j0−1 ∨ x i; j0 ∨ x i; k with j 0 ¡k6j 0 + h i − 26m, are satisÿed by S. This implies that, since j 0 6m − h i + 2, for k = j 0 + 1; : : : ; j 0 + h i − 2, we have x i; k = 1. Consequently in the ith row, there are at least h i − 1 contiguous ÿlled cells from the rank j 0 . Moreover, the clauses of E h , x i; j0 ∨ x i; k with j 0 + h i ¡k6m, being satisÿed by S, imply that for k = j 0 + h i + 1; : : : ; m, we have x i; k = 0. Consequently only the two subsequent cells of ranks j 0 + h i − 1 and j 0 + h i , following the h i − 1 contiguous ÿlled cells from the rank j 0 to the rank j 0 + h i − 2, may be ÿlled. Finally, the clause of L h , x i; j0+hi−2 ∨ x i; j0+hi−1 ∨ x i; j0+hi , being satisÿed by S, either the cell j 0 + h i − 1 is ÿlled and the cell j 0 + h i is empty or both are ÿlled. It follows, that in the considered ith row, there are at least h i − 1 and at most h i + 1 contiguous ÿlled cells. This holds for every i such that 16i6n. The same reasoning can be made for every column of G n; m . Consequently the pattern P associated with S is row and column convex and the relations (i) and (ii) are satisÿed.
The (h; v)-convex polyomino reconstruction problem
Consider a pattern P in a grid G n; m and the graph denoted K P associated to this pattern such that every vertex corresponds to a ÿlled cell of the pattern and an edge exists between two vertices if one corresponds to a ÿlled cell c i; j and the other corresponds to a ÿlled cell c i+1; j , c i−1;j , c i; j+1 or c i; j−1 . If K P is connected, P is said to be a polyomino. We deÿne the following decision problem associated with the optimization problem presented in the introduction.
Deÿnition 2 (CONVPOLYO). Given a pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), is there a horizontally and vertically convex polyomino in a 2-dimensional grid G n; m , with vertical and horizontal projections (H n ; V m ) such that for any i with 16i6n, we have |h i − h i |61 and for any j with 16j6m, we have |v j − v j |61.
For a given pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), the set of convex polyominoes for which the projections (H n ; V m ) satisfy the relations stated in the deÿnition of CONVPOLYO is denoted by CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ).
Similar to what has been done for the problem CONV, we construct a SAT formula over the set X of boolean variables associated to cells of a grid G n; m , such that each valuation of X satisfying the formula is associated with a pattern P ∈CONVPOLYO(H n ; N m ) and conversely. For this, we take the same four groups of clauses E; F; L; M deÿned for the problem CONV and we add the following group: (5) Group R:
The above sets of clauses ensure connectivity by requiring that under a block of ÿlled cells in a row there must be at least a ÿlled cell. R 1 , R 2 and R 3 correspond separately to the three possible lengths of a block. R 1 and R 2 correspond to the particular case of the right boundary and R 1 , R 2 and R 3 correspond to the particular case of the left boundary. We denote by (E; F; L; M; R) the conjunction of all clauses of (E; (Fig. 4) . We have then:
Proposition 2. A valuation of X is a solution of the SAT formula (E; F; L; M; R) i it is associated to a pattern P ∈CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ). Proof. By construction, a pattern in CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) is associated with a valuation of X which satisÿes (E; F; L; M; R).
Conversely, we show, in the following that a solution of (E; F; L; M; R) is associated with a pattern P in CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ). By Proposition 1, P is horizontally and vertically convex and satisÿes the relations stated in the deÿnition of CONVPOLYO. It remains to prove that P is a polyomino, that is the graph K P associated with P is connected, i.e. for any pair of ÿlled cells c i; j and c i ; j there exists a path joining the associated vertices in K P . Assume without loss of generality, that i¡i . The group R of clauses being satisÿed, there exists a positive integer j 1 such that both c i; j1 and c i+1; j1 are ÿlled, then the associated two vertices in K P are connected. Since two vertices corresponding to two ÿlled cells located in the same row are connected (because of convexity), we can conclude that there is a path joining the vertices associated with c i; j and c i+1; j1 . By applying the same argument to c i+1; j1 , we can show that there is a path joining the vertex associated with c i+1; j1 and the vertex associated with some cell in row i + 2, and so on until the row i is reached. By convexity of the ÿlled cells in the i th row there is a path joining the vertex associated with the cell c i ; j .
We deÿne a function that associates to each pattern P ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) (resp. P ∈CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m )) with projections (H n ; V m ) the quantity:
This function deÿnes a distance between the two projections (H n ; V m ) and (H n ; V m ). By ÿnding a pattern that minimizes , we get a pattern which best ÿts, the provided projections. This deÿnes the two following problems:
Deÿnition 3 (OPTCONV [OPTCONVPOLYO resp.]). Given a pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), ÿnd a pattern P * ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) [P * ∈CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp.] such that (P * ) is minimum over the set CONV (H n ; V m ) [CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp.].
The set of pattern P * ∈CONV (H n ; V m ) [P * ∈CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp.] such that (P * ) is minimum is denoted by OPTCONV (H n ; V m ) [OPTCONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp.].
Solving the optimization problems
The purpose of transforming the problems CONV and CONVPOLYO into SAT Problem is to solve them by taking advantage of the existing e cient SAT solvers. Indeed, there has been recently a growing interest for the SAT problem resulting in the design of empirically e cient algorithms like the one that we used: CSAT [7, 2] . We give ÿrst a brief description of this algorithm.
Description of CSAT
CSAT is based on the so-called Davis et al., procedure [6] . The main rule of the DPL procedure [6] consists in splitting the formula into two sub-formulas each obtained by assigning the values 0 and 1 to a chosen variable x. This splitting rule is iterated on each of the two sub-formulas. A tree is thus developed. The subformula for x = 1, for example, is obtained by removing the clauses containing x and shortening every clause containing x, removing it from this clause. The process is stopped at a node of the tree if an empty sub-formula is obtained or an empty clause appears in a sub-formula. If an empty sub-formula is obtained, then the assignment to the variables which led to this empty formula, satisÿes every clause of the original formula which is claimed therefore to be satisÿable. If an empty clause appears then the assignment to the variables made so far, contradicts the clause of the original formula which has been shortened to the empty clause appeared. In this latter case one backtracks and continues with an other assignment in the tree. In addition to the splitting rule, the DPL procedure applies two other rules: unit propagation rule and pure literal rule. Unit propagation consists in assigning to variables appearing in unit clauses, i.e. the clauses with only one literal, the value which satisÿes this clause. This rule is applied until there are no more unit clauses. A pure literal is a literal l such that l does not occur in the formula. The clauses containing such a literal can be removed from the formula while preserving its satisÿability status. By doing so some solutions, if any, are removed while maintaining satisÿability.
CSAT is based on the DPL procedure applying the splitting rule and the unit propagation rule but not the pure literal rule. The two following original techniques are the key features to the e ciency of CSAT:
Branching rule: The way the variables are selected for splitting the formula is of crucial importance. Most of the algorithms based on DPL select variables according to their number of occurrences in the shortest clauses. In CSAT every clause is assigned a weight depending on its length. For a clause of length r, the weight is k r = log(1 − 1=(2 r − 1) 2 ). The variable which maximizes the following function is selected:
F(x) = 1:5 min(score(x); score( x)) + score(x) + score( x);
where score(x) = f(x) + x∨ y f(y) and f(x) = rmax r=2 k r ! r (x) where ! r (x) denotes the number of occurrences of the literal x in the clauses of length r. For a motivation of this branching rule see [2] .
Let us see the e ect of this branching rule on the formulas resulting from the transformation of CONV and CONVPOLYO into SAT. The choice of variables for splitting at the top of the search tree depends on the number of binary clauses in our case.
• The sets E h and E v : For a particular row or column, every variable occurs in the same number of clauses of this type.
• The sets F h , F h , F v and F v : These clauses exist only for the variables representing the border of the grid. Variables occur in these clauses both in positive and negative form. At the top of the tree, these clauses break the ties with respect to the previous sets of clauses. The cells in one of the four corners have the largest number for clauses of this type. Because of the second type of clauses, the variables which are selected at the top of the tree are the variables corresponding to cells located in the corners of the grid. This seems to be reasonable, since when solving this problem by hand most people begin by ÿlling these cells.
Local processing: The local processing is the second most important technique implemented in CSAT. It is used to detect the necessary assignments to some variables. These necessary assignments are detected by performing some unit propagations to a subset of variables selected using the function score(x) + score( x). The variables are ordered using this criterion and the top variables in this order are tested. This test consists in assigning temporarily the value 0 then 1 to a variable and by performing a unit propagation. If one of the two unit propagations lead to a contradiction then the variable is assigned the opposite value. If both unit propagations lead to a contradiction then the current formula is unsatisÿable and the most recent assignment to a branching variable is revised.
Using CSAT to solve OPTCONV and OPTCONVPOLYO
Let an instance of the problem OPTCONV, [OPTCONVPOLYO resp.] deÿned by the pair of vectors (H n ; V m ), and let F be the formula associated with (H n ; V m ) be the encoding described in Section 2.1 [2.2 resp.]. By Proposition 1 [Proposition 2 resp.], to any solution of F corresponds a feasible pattern P belonging to CONV (H n ; V m ), [CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp:]. To ÿnd a pattern P ∈OPTCONV (H n ; V m ) [P ∈ OPTCONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp:], it is su cient to search for a solution of F such that the associated pattern minimizes the function deÿned in Section 2. For this we give Fig. 6 an algorithm OPTCSAT, based on CSAT, which explores the space of solutions and provides as output such an "optimal" solution of the formula F. The inputs of OPTCSAT are the formula F and a set I of literals which is empty at the outset. At the end, best pattern contains a pattern that minimizes the function . During the performance of OPTCSAT the literals of F set at 1 are put in I . When all clauses of F are satisÿed by OPTCSAT (F is empty in OPTCSAT), all variables of F are not necessarily assigned a value and then I does not contain necessarily all variables of F. Such a partial assignment is called an implicant and is represented by I . Every implicant of F represents a set of solutions of F which can be obtained by assigning to the non-assigned variables all possible combinations of values. Since these feasible solutions correspond to patterns which are not equivalent with respect to the objective function , the problem of ÿnding the best solutions then arises. This is the purpose of the function FindOptimalPattern( I ) in OPTCSAT. The nice feature is that there is no need to enumerate all the solutions covered by an implicant which are in an exponential number as a function of the non-assigned variables. We give in Fig. 5 an algorithm FindOptimalPattern(I ), running in linear time for ÿnding the best pattern with respect to . For this we call an indeterminate cell a cell for which it is not decided yet that it is ÿlled or empty, this means that the boolean variable associated to an indeterminate cell is not assigned a value. A pattern which has possibly indeterminate cells is called a partial pattern. A pattern P is said to be an extension of a partial pattern p if P agrees with the empty and ÿlled cells in p. Ext(p) denotes the set of extensions of p. Let P denoting CONV (H n ; V m ) [CONVPOLYO(H n ; V m ) resp:] and p a partial pattern in the grid G n; m , we deÿne the function * (p) as follows:
In other words, * (p) is the minimum value of the function over the set of patterns if there exist, which extend p and which belong to CONV (H n ; V m ) [CONVPOLYO (H n ; V m ) resp:]. The function FindOptimalPattern( I ) is given in Fig. 5 . If a data structure allows for ÿnding in constant time an indeterminate cell in a row or a column (this the case in our implementation) then FindOptimalPattern( I ) runs in O(l) where l is the number of indeterminate cell at the outset.
We establish: Theorem 1. Let p be the partial pattern associated with an implicant I of the SAT formula F, we have:
Algorithm OPTCSAT(F; I ) begin perform unit propagation and add to I the literals assigned a value if F contains an empty clause then return if F is empty then begin if (FindOptimalPattern( I ))¡best then begin best pattern ← FindOptimalPattern( I ) best ← (best pattern) end return end perform local processing select a variable x occurring in F using the branching rule recalled in subsection 3.1 OPTCSAT(F ∧ x; I ∪ {x}) OPTCSAT(F ∧ x; I ∪ { x}) end Proof. Since the pattern p is associated with an implicant I satisfying all the clauses of F, the only possible ÿgures of indeterminate cells in rows or columns are 1 or 2, otherwise some clauses in groups E or F would not be satisÿed. In the case of 1 indeterminate cell in a row or in a column, this cell is located at one of the ends of the ÿlled cells in the row or in the column, otherwise one of the clauses in the groups E or F would not be satisÿed. For the same reason, in the case of 2 indeterminate cells in a row or in a column, each of the two cells is located at an end of the ÿlled cells in the row or in the column (see Fig. 7 ), otherwise a clause in group E; F or L would not be satisÿed. Any row i [column j resp.], having one indeterminate cell, has h i − 1 or h i [v j − 1 or v j resp.], ÿlled cells. Any row i [column j resp.], having two indeterminate cells has exactly h i − 1 [v j − 1 resp.], ÿlled cells, otherwise one of the clauses in the group E would not be satisÿed.
Let us denote by l the number of indeterminate cells, by p 0 the partial pattern p and by p k , for k such that 06k6l, the partial pattern obtained after the kth assignment done by FindOptimalPattern( I ). We shall prove, by induction, that for any k such that 06k6l,
, then p l the pattern returned by FindOptimalPattern( I ) is optimal. The relation, clearly, holds for p 0 . We suppose that for some 06k¡l, * (p k ) = * (p) and let us prove that * (p k+1 ) = * (p). The two following cases are possible at the step k: (1) There is a row or column with only one indeterminate cell c ij . We suppose, without loss of generality, that it is the row i that has only one indeterminate cell and that the cell c ij must be ÿlled so that the row i matches its provided projection h i . The algorithm FindOptimalPattern( I ) will then ÿll c ij to obtain p k+1 . Consider the pattern p k+1 obtained from p k by emptying c ij . Since
In this case, we have necessarily
) and if an optimal pattern of p k is not among the extensions of p k+1 then it must be among the extensions of
Let us prove that in this case also we have * (p k+1 )= * (p k ). We denote by P ∈Ext(p k+1 ) an optimal pattern, i.e. (P) = * (p k+1 ) = * (p k ). Let Q be the pattern obtained from P by ÿlling c ij , the other cells remaining unchanged. We have clearly Q ∈Ext(p k+1 ). We show, in addition, that (Q) = (P). Indeed, due to the fact that the projection of the column j in P is necessarily v j otherwise both row i and column j will match the provided projections in Q and not in P then (Q) = (P) − 2 which contradicts the fact that P is optimal. Since, P and Q di ers only on the value of c ij , the row i matches h i in Q and not in P and the column j matches v j in P and not in Q then we have (Q) = (P). The equality
There is no row or column with only one indeterminate cell. In this case p k+1 is obtained by ÿlling any cell c ij . It is su cient to prove that among the extensions of p k+1 there exists an optimal pattern with respect to p k . Let us construct a graph by associating to each indeterminate cell a vertex and by putting an edge between two vertices having their associated cells in the same row or column. This graph will be formed by one or more disconnected cycles.
An example of such a cycle is given in Fig. 8 . By alternating ÿlling and emptying the cells involved in this cycle we obtain a partial pattern p where all the columns and the rows involved in the cycle match their provided projections independently of the other cycles. Clearly, we have
Embedding a branch and bound procedure in CSAT
We consider at some node of the search tree of OPTCSAT the partial pattern p corresponding to the current set of literals I . It is worth trying to compute a lower bound of * (p) to compare it to best . If this lower bound is greater or equal to best then one can backtrack. A straightforward lower bound for the function * (p) is computed by summing the absolute di erences only for rows and columns that have no indeterminate cells in p. We deÿne for that, a function that associates to a partial 
Algorithm LowerBound( I )
p is the partial pattern associated with I while there exist a row i [a column j resp.] with only one indeterminate cell c ij empty or ÿll c ij in p so that where I and J are the sets of ranks of, respectively, rows and columns that have no indeterminate cells in p. h i and v j are, respectively, the projections of row i and column j in p. h i and v j are the provided projections for the instance to be solved.
We give in the following, a more active way for computing a better lower bound for the function * (p) for a partial pattern p. It consists in iterating assignments to indeterminate cells in rows or columns that have only one indeterminate cell without taking into account any of the constraints deÿned for the problems CONV and CON-VPOLYO. Note that the aim of doing these assignments is not to ÿnd a solution but only to compute a better lower bound, so these assignments are temporary. The procedure LowerBound(I ) in Fig. 9 is called at each node and if it returns a value greater or equal to best , the algorithm backtracks. Theorem 2. I is a partial assignment and p is the partial pattern associated to I , we have * (p)¿LowerBound( I ).
Proof. Let us deÿne a function * (p), for a partial pattern p, as * (p) = min
The di erence between * (p) and * (p) lies in the fact that the patterns that are considered to compute * (p) do not necessarily satisfy the conditions of CONV or CONVPOLYO. For this reason, we have * (p)6 * (p). We prove in the following that * (p)¿LowerBound( I ) and consequently the assertion of the proposition. We denote by l the number of assignments made by LowerBound( I ), by p 0 the partial pattern p and by p k , for k such that 0¡k6l the partial pattern after the kth assignment. We prove in the following, by induction, that
. We denote by c ij the cell that will be assigned a value after step k. Suppose, without loss of generality that it is the row i that has only one indeterminate cell and that this cell will be ÿlled to minimize |h i −h i |. Then to obtain p k+1 LowerBound will ÿll c ij . We denote by p k+1 the pattern obtained from p k by emptying c ij . Since * (p k+1 )¿ * (p k ), we distinguish the following two cases:
In this case, we have necessarily * (p k+1 ) = * (p k ). This is because if an optimal pattern extending p k is not among the extensions of p k+1 then it is necessarily among the extensions of p k+1 . (2) * (p k+1 ) = * (p k ). Let P ∈Ext(p k+1 ) be an optimal pattern, i.e. (P) = * (p k+1 ) = * (p k ). Let Q be the pattern obtained from P by ÿlling c ij , the other cells remaining unchanged. We have clearly Q ∈Ext(p k+1 ). In addition, we have (Q) = (P). Indeed, denoting by v P j [v Q j resp.] the projection of the column j in P [Q resp.], we have necessarily |v P j − v j | = |v Q j − v j | − 1 otherwise we would have (P) = (Q) + 2 which contradicts the fact that P is optimal. Consequently, we have, everything being equal elsewhere,|v A branch and bound procedure is embedded in OPTCSAT giving the algorithm OPTCSAT+B&B given in Fig. 10 . In this algorithm, LowerBound is called at each node before splitting. The ÿrst call to this algorithm is done with best ← ∞, with I = ∅ and F = (E; F; L; M ) or F = (E; F; L; M; R).
When a new bound is derived, best is assigned a value equal to this bound minus 1. This is because while the value (P) for a pattern in CONV or CONVPOLYO is always even, the values returned by LowerBound may be odd because (p) sums only on the completed rows and columns in a partial pattern. In practice, this trick improves signiÿcantly the performance of the algorithm.
Algorithm OPTCSAT+B&B(F; I ) begin perform unit propagation and add to I the literals assigned a value if F contains an empty clause then return if F is empty then begin if (FindOptimalPattern( I ))¡best then begin best pattern ← FindOptimalPattern( I ) best ← (best pattern)-1 end return end If LowerBoud(I )¿best then return perform local processing select a variable x occurring in F using the branching rule recalled in subsection 3.1 OPTCSAT+B&B(F ∧ x; I ∪ {x}) OPTCSAT+B&B(F ∧ x; I ∪ { x}) return end 
Experimental evaluation
We tested the above algorithms on some hard instances of the problem which projections are given in Table 1 . Each pair of vectors given in the table is associated with an instance of OPTCONV and an instance of OPTCONVPOLYO. Table 2 gives the CPU times and values of best the optimal value for these instances. OPTC-SAT+B&B could solve these instances in few seconds. The table gives a comparison between OPTCSAT, OPTCSAT+B&B as described in the previous subsections and OPTCSAT+B&B0 which is similar to OPTCSAT+B&B except that the line If LowerBound( I )¿best then return is replaced by If (p)¿best then return where p is the partial pattern associated to I .
Conclusion
Encoding a problem as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem or as a Propositional Satisÿability is a challenging issue. Indeed, two di erent encodings of the same problem, solved using the same solver, may have totally di erent di culties [8] . That is why the way the problem of reconstruction is transformed into a satisÿability problem is crucial. However, as we have seen in the case of the problem of reconstruction, it is not su cient to transform the problem to a SAT formula and use an e cient solver. Table 1 
